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Atreo is the exclusive provider of Aerocom pneumatic pipe systems for the healthcare market in North America. Aerocom is a world leader in pneumatic tube system technology, with 60 years of experience in hospitals and operations in 80 countries. The rapid, reliable arrival of critical care items such as laboratory specimens, blood and medicines can make a difference to the quality of care hospitals provide to patients. Atreo
understands how much these systems affect a caregiver's ability to react when seconds really matter. As such, we have partnered with Aerocom, the world's leading provider of pneumatic tube systems, to deliver the best-in-class technology for the health environment. Pneumatic pipe systems consist of a network of pipes with carriers travelling by air pressure and vacuum between stations and monitored by the system control centre.
Although they are similar in nature and basic operation and maintenance, not all systems are similar. Our system is unique and provides some different advantages over competitive brands. What makes the Aerocom tube system superior? Our pneumatic tube system provides a variety of benefits that make it attractive to hospital laboratories, pharmacies, medical and engineering teams. In fact, the Aerocom pneumatic tube system is
designed as a clinical system, providing features that improve health personnel productivity and deliver care to patients. More efficient design concept Our pipe system is built with what is known as a passing design. Unlike conventional shipping/down stations, the transient design allows carriers to pass through the station as it travels to their destination. The advantage is fewer pipelines, reduced installation costs, shorter travel
distances and a more efficient overall system that increases pro-government and reduces costs. Safe, monitored and radio frequency identification (RFID) is used to monitor payloads throughout the system. It supports the continuous monitoring and maintenance of the system. RFID also allows each carrier to assign a home that can be designated by department or use. It helps separate carriers used for various applications, such as
transporting medicines or sending blood and samples. RFID also improves the availability of empty operators. The smaller puhala footprint, diverters and cells are smaller than comparable systems, returning valuable space to the facility. Moreover, our Linear Coupler is an inter-zone transmission system that is the most compact and efficient system in the industry. Silent stations and components of the Station, blowers and divers are
designed to reduce noise and reduce the impact of carriers upon arrival of the station. Our devices are significantly more down than the alternatives. Why this is important A more efficient and efficient pneumatic tube system means better patient care! Improving laboratory and pharmacy workflow High capacity levels receive stations, including our innovative train station and stations for empty dispatch with more improve the efficiency
of workflows, workflows, savings and receives more carriers than conventional stations. The railway station ensures soft delivery of sensitive items. RFID monitoring helps the pharmacy monitor delivery, providing a reliable audit trail. Hospital Engineering We design a system that is easier to install and maintain. Benefits such as smaller parts inventory, fewer installation steps, lower voltage requirements, and stable and reliable
management software help minimize maintenance headaches. Tube conversions Our conversion is minimally invasive, requiring almost no construction to get a new Aerocom system. Learn More Pneumatic Tube System Service and Support Atreo provides comprehensive service and support programs to ensure that your pneumatic transportation system runs smoothly throughout its operation.. Learn more Our Pneumatic Tube
Customers Atreo is rapidly growing our user base with hospitals of all sizes and requirements. Our users of pneumatic tube systems include many of the world's most advanced healthcare providers. Some representative projects: Mackenzie Vaughan Hospital, Toronto, Ontario Banner University Medical Center, Tucson, Arizona Calgary Cancer Center, Calgary, Alberta Children's Hospital Colorado, Broomfield, Colorado Mercy Health,
Muskegon, Michigan Medical Reliant Group, Boston, Massachusetts Intermountain Healthcare – Layton Hospital Intermountain Healthcare – Alta View Hospital &lt; Back TranspoNet helps caregivers complete their mission by taking care of the two most important material flows in the hospital – those for diagnostics and therapy. Optimal for the hospital pharmacy Facility Management Nurse Ward Laboratory Hospital Planning The
Master Transfer Unit (MTU), also known as the O'Hare Airport of our pneumatic pipe system, is located at an intersection of almost 13 km of pipes in the depths of the Colloton Pavilion. About 6,000 carriers pass through this system every day. Carriers zoom in on this transfer station, pause while being moved to the appropriate tube or runway, and then proceed to their destination. Pneumatic tubes transport pharmacy drugs,
paperwork, blood from the DeGowin Center for Blood, pathology lab tests and more. One of the 167 pneumatic metro stations on AI's main health care campus One hundred and sixty-seven stations on the main campus (which includes a new children's hospital) and extensive pipes make this the largest radio frequency identification system (RFID) in the country. Thirteen more stops at UI Health Care –Iowa River Landing are a bonus.
At any station, the user simply hits the destination location number, puts the container in the hatch and sends it. Traveling at about 20 miles per hour, the tube will usually reach its destination in about five to six minutes. Many of the advantages of the RFID pneumatic tube system include: Improved safety of items being transferred Saves staff time (and money) from transporting materials on foot Items arrive more This last benefit is
especially crucial in surgeries when the surgical team needs blood – and quickly. Priority can be placed on rush packages to avoid slowing traffic. The staff behind the system Ron Brus, a senior system control technician, stands near the Master Transfer Unit, or O'Hare Airport, a behind-the-scenes pneumatic pipe system, you can find engineering services personnel overseeing shipments, as each tank is tracked with an RFID tag (the
same type of chip you may have in your Jack Russell Terrier). The computer system monitors each carrier's location, so staff can see its exact location and the time it arrived at its destination. (This is especially useful when someone calls and asks where a particular container is, and the sender, for example, enters the wrong destination code.) Seven full-time employees maintain a critical 24/7 pneumatic tube system, including Ron
Brus, senior system control technician. The only time people know what we're doing is when something goes wrong, Brus says with a laugh. Many of the services they provide help users track packages or help them use the system. They also perform regular maintenance on the system. Third-shift employees are utility players who fight all calls from engineering services, including plumbing, electricity, etc. Each tube travels on average
about 500 feet, and with 6,000 pipes used every day, it's about 3 million feet per day, or 1.095 billion feet per year. That's 7.57 times around the country! Last spring Brus won the University of Iowa Award for Improving Our Workplace (IOWA) for his work in improving the efficiency of the pneumatic tube system through O'Hare Airport's MTU when the AI Stead Family Children's Hospital came on board. The pipe system became
overloaded when the new building opened, but worked to solve the problem and successfully reduced transit times. Bob Miller, director of engineering services, says: It's a great team – there's no hesitation from them stepping in when someone needs help at any time of the week, at night and on weekends. And it's a massive maintenance system. Engineering services: the backbone of patient comfort and safety In addition to the
pneumatic pipe system, 100+ staff members in the Department of Engineering Services are involved in almost every aspect of the maintenance, testing and repair function that covers approximately 6 million square meters in many AI health care buildings, including: heating, ventilation, air conditioning and building automation systems Plumbing, water purification and cooled water systems Medical gases Locksmiths and door repairs
Electrical, lighting and emergency generator systems Refrigeration equipment Automated temperature monitoring of refrigerators and freezers Painting, joinery, wall and floor repairs Minor equipment repairs (chairs, desks, wheelchairs, etc.) 159 Call center Vertical transports (elevators, escalators, elevators) Roof maintenance Sign the production of medical instrument store Terrains, Landscape and Plant Maintenance Snow removal
We touch many different aspects of environmental care and comfort for our patients. At the moment of notification, our staff react to fix the light in the patient's room, respond to plumbing problems or whatever the case may be. They're so committed, Miller says. October 22 to 28 is Engineering Services Week, so take a minute to thank an Engineering Service employee the next time you see them for the work they do to make this
place hum. More stories about engineering services: Services:
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